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QUESTION 1

What are the benefits of using delete vectors to identify records marked for deletion? (Select two.) 

A. Delete vectors move deleted records to files in a new location. 

B. Delete vectors enable historical queries of data marked for deletion until the data has been purged. 

C. Delete vectors rewrite the original files, immediately purging them off the system. 

D. Delete vectors are stored in a different location, minimizing storage impact. 

E. Delete vectors are a fast method for marking records for deletion. 

Correct Answer: BE 

Reference:https://my.vertica.com/docs/6.1.x/HTML/index.htm#14234.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

If your CEO runs a query each day, how can you be assured necessary resources will be available when the query is
run? (Select two.) 

A. Create a resource pool with dedicated resources for the CEO. 

B. Move all other users out of the general pool, leaving the CEO as the only user in the general pool. 

C. Reserve one core for use by the CEO user only. 

D. Assign the CEO user to the general resource pool with a high MEMORYCAP. 

E. Profile the query to determine estimated resource usage. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 3

What distinguishes table partitioning from projection segmentation? 

A. If table data is partitioned, associated projections can only be replicated. 

B. If table data is partitioned, the table cannot participate in a prejoin projection. 

C. If table data is partitioned, associated projections cannot be segmented. 

D. If table data is partitioned, associated projections can also be segmented. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

How does Vertica implement high availability in a clustered environment? 

A. full replicas of fact tables and segmented dimension tables 

B. full replicas of all data on all nodes 

C. built-in redundancy of data 

D. continuous mirroring of data 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the difference between dropping a partition and deleting records? 

A. Dropping a partition creates delete vectors; deleting records does not create delete vectors. 

B. Dropping a partition can be rolled back; deleting records cannot be rolled back. 

C. Dropping a partition creates new files; deleting records does not create new files. 

D. Dropping a partition recovers space immediately; deleting records does not recover space immediately. 

Correct Answer: A 
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